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Healthcare Alternatives Funds:
Competitive Landscape Executive Summary

The Jefferies Prime Services team recently conducted
a deep dive across the healthcare sector.
Using regulatory filings, ADVs, publicly available
information and information from databases like
eVestment, we mapped a landscape that has evolved
and matured considerably in recent years.
Among the themes and topics explored:
Scoping the Competitive Landscape
 How many material stand alone healthcare
funds are there?
 How are they structured?
 What strategies or products are offered?
 Do healthcare managers have pricing power?
 How do managers differentiate in a crowded market?
 What strategic or operating initiatives are taking
shape for the next 3 – 5 years?
Are Healthcare Funds Unique Among Sector Firms?
 Is healthcare a more volatile industry? Can realized
intraday volatility be instructive?
 Does the growth trajectory of healthcare funds differ
from other sectors?
 What is the value proposition for healthcare as a
sector in the current market environment?
 Do the structures, exposures and performance of
healthcare funds merit differentiated pricing?
 How does investing in private assets come into play?

$200 to $500 Billion AuM?
Source: Jefferies

HEALTHCARE FUNDS LEAD THE SECTOR LANDSCAPE

Preqin recently reported that healthcare funds are the
most prevalent sector funds in North America.
What Could Drive Asset Growth?
 Bullish views on the sector itself – healthcare is
still estimated to contribute to ~20% of U.S. GDP
over the next decade.
 Healthcare has been somewhat of a ballast sector
in recessionary periods in the past.
 Ability to navigate more volatile markets –
especially across sector specialists.
 Willingness to strategically construct additional
share classes to align with investment horizons
and allocator demand.
 Shift in minimum initial investment numbers
 Enduring ability for managers to operate as price
setters, with fees remaining on the more
expensive end of the range.

Healthcare Alternatives Funds: Executive Summary
This is a snapshot of a deep dive we conducted of the healthcare competitive landscape in 2H2022.
For access to the full suite of data and analysis, contact your Jefferies salesperson.
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FLAGSHIP

FLAGSHIP PLUS

A number of healthcare firms over time evolve to sector
multi-strategy firms. While there is clear differentiation
among managers, we explore the extent to which
healthcare firms fall into the above classifications.

HEALTHCARE MULTI-STRATS

Healthcare Investor Open Mandates

The value proposition for managers has been
reasserted in recent markets – and we continue to
monitor the ongoing growth for open healthcare
mandates.
The sector’s traditional ability to outperform in
recessionary environments is one driver prompting
allocators to consider leaning into the space.
The Road to Half a Trillion examines the term, fee and
liquidity structures of more than 40 products and share
classes, and delves into other levers of alignment for
both emerging and established managers.
We also look at how funds have performed and
navigated volatile markets, given the sector has
witnessed heightened volatility comparable to
other sectors.
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Source: Jefferies

Realized intraday volatility by sector 2022 YTD
Sector

Jan ‘22

Feb ‘22

Mar ‘22

Communication Services

57.30%

55.50%

53.80%

Consumer Discretionary

60.90%

58.90%

58.20%

Consumer Staples

46.10%

44.50%

44.90%

Energy

60.10%

59.10%

60.80%

Financials

48.40%

46.30%

45.90%

Health Care

71.80%

67.70%

64.80%

Industrials

54.30%

52.60%

50.50%

Information Technology

60.40%

58.20%

56.10%

Materials

51.90%

50.40%

51.20%

Real Estate

40.10%

40.00%

36.80%

Utilities

35.40%

35.70%

33.20%

Source: Jefferies
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Apr ‘22

May ‘22

Jun ‘22

Jul ‘22

Aug ‘22

Sept ‘22

For full intraday volatility
numbers contact your Jefferies salesperson
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TECHNICAL SKILLS AND SPECIALIZATION
Healthcare stands apart with a high bar of technical expertise sometimes required to invest in and navigate the space.
Many funds aim to create a team with balanced knowledge and experience in both science and business fundamentals.
 Many founders are technically trained with MD’s or PhD’s. It is more common to see medical, scientific or technical
degrees than at many other sector funds.
 At least a third of healthcare-dedicated firms we explored leverage a scientist advisory board.
 Some allocators note a preference for a “deep bench” of individuals, with advanced medical or scientific degrees
at the fund. However, this knowledge should be balanced with professional risk takers and investment
management experience.
FULL ECOSYSTEM INVESTMENT
Healthcare funds have the ability to diversify into different asset classes and industry sub-sectors, while staying focused
on the same sector. This may allow managers to stay nimble through various macro environments
 Healthcare firms follow a more common path of growth or evolution than other sector funds.
 The path to healthcare multi-strat typically evolves from a flagship offering, then add an additional product (privates,
early stage, co-investments etc.) creating a ‘flagship plus’ offering.
 Full lifecycle investors can look across public and private markets and even niche strategies, such as private credit
and royalties.
A Trusted Prime Broker Partner
for Healthcare

Research and
Corporate Access

Banking Expertise

Trading Desk
Market Strategy

Working with healthcare-focused
clients managing:

 Broad Sectorfocused Company
Coverage

 Capital Markets
Knowledge and
Top Deal Flow

 Healthcare Sector
Specialists &
Expert Calls

 Advisory Services
and HealthcareDedicated
Coverage Groups

 Real-time Market
Data: Intraday
Price Moves and
Volatility

 $100 Billion in Assets
 Across 55 Funds and counting…
Content publications:
 Landscape Analyses: Terms,
Fees, & Fund Structures
 White Papers: Checking the Pulse
& Healthcare – Why Care?
 Podcasts: Invisible Forces

 Industry-focused
Events &
Conferences

 Custom Basket
& Fund Flow
Analyses

 Proprietary Data
 Healthcare
& Scientific
Specialists Across
For
full intraday volatility
Resources
Products and
numbers contact your Jefferies
Securities
salesperson

CONTACTS
Shannon Murphy
HEAD OF STRATEGIC CONTENT
shannon.murphy@jefferies.com

Leor Shapiro
HEAD OF CAPITAL INTELLIGENCE
lshapiro@jefferies.com

Annette Rubin
STRATEGIC CONTENT
Arubin2@jefferies.com

Gregory Desroches
STRATEGIC CONTENT
gdesroches@jefferies.com
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Barsam Lakani
HEAD OF PB SALES
blakani@jefferies.com

IMPORTANT DISCLAIMER
THIS MESSAGE CONTAINS INSUFFICIENT INFORMATION TO MAKE AN INVESTMENT DECISION.
This is not a product of Jefferies' Research Department, and it should not be regarded as research or a research
report. This material is a product of Jefferies Equity Sales and Trading department. Unless otherwise specifically
stated, any views or opinions expressed herein are solely those of the individual author and may differ from the
views and opinions expressed by the Firm's Research Department or other departments or divisions of the Firm
and its affiliates. Jefferies may trade or make markets for its own account on a principal basis in the securities
referenced in this communication. Jefferies may engage in securities transactions that are inconsistent with this
communication and may have long or short positions in such securities.
The information and any opinions contained herein are as of the date of this material and the Firm does not
undertake any obligation to update them. All market prices, data and other information are not warranted as to
the completeness or accuracy and are subject to change without notice. In preparing this material, the Firm has
relied on information provided by third parties and has not independently verified such information. Past
performance is not indicative of future results, and no representation or warranty, express or implied, is made
regarding future performance. The Firm is not a registered investment adviser and is not providing investment
advice through this material. This material does not take into account individual client circumstances, objectives,
or needs and is not intended as a recommendation to particular clients. Securities, financial instruments,
products or strategies mentioned in this material may not be suitable for all investors. Jefferies does not provide
tax advice. As such, any information contained in Equity Sales and Trading department communications relating
to tax matters were neither written nor intended by Jefferies to be used for tax reporting purposes. Recipients
should seek tax advice based on their particular circumstances from an independent tax advisor. In reaching a
determination as to the appropriateness of any proposed transaction or strategy, clients should undertake a
thorough independent review of the legal, regulatory, credit, accounting and economic consequences of such
transaction in relation to their particular circumstances and make their own independent decisions.
© 2022 Jefferies LLC
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